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Experts at Medawar Jewelers Shed Light on
the Top 9 Bridal Jewelry Trends of 2019
Women looking for beautiful engagement rings and wedding bands that
showcase these trends can look to the retailer for captivating, high-quality
pieces from renowned designers in the industry.

MICHIGAN, April 18, 2019 (Newswire.com) - With wedding

season now in full swing, it’s hard to miss the images

plastered all over social media showing off the wedding ring

stacks and engagement rings of the newly-wed and newly-

engaged.

For those who are still shopping for “the” perfect ring, fear

not! Take some inspiration from the biggest bridal jewelry

trends women love this year, according to the experts at Medawar Jewelers in Michigan.

Pantone’s handpicked hues for 2019 all veer towards the warmer end of the spectrum, and when it

comes to bridal jewelry metals, many brides agree. This year, yellow gold and rose gold rings are set

to overtake white gold settings in popularity. Additionally, the use of colored gemstones as accents or

even center stones has skyrocketed in popularity, as has a tendency towards using thin, delicate

bands for wedding and engagement rings.

Engagement Ring Trends

When it comes to engagement rings, many brides-to-be are taking traditional designs and turning

them on their head for creative-yet-classic styles. Take, for example, the popular halo setting with a

round center diamond that dominated the industry last year. This year, women are requesting fancy

shaped diamonds nestled in geometric or vintage-inspired halos. Also popular are three stone rings

with contemporary accents and center stones set in unconventional orientations.

Wedding Ring Trends

Meanwhile, popular wedding bands styles this year take on a “more is more” approach to their

designs. Stackable rings are a trend that goes hand-in-hand with thin, delicate ring bands; the

minimalist style allows for a bridal jewelry stack of rings that look lavish without going overboard.

Glamorous eternity bands, adorned with diamonds or other gemstones the entire length of the ring,

and rings with embellishments like milgrain and filigree are two other bride-approved styles retailers

are seeing a lot of this year.
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Additional Links

Medawar Jewelers website

Find these trends and more from top brands like Kirk Kara, Noam Carver, Mars, and Verragio at any

of Medawar Jewelers’ five showrooms in Michigan. To learn more about the bridal jewelry brands or

styles available at the retailer, contact any of their showrooms by calling 855.850.8015 or emailing

info@medawarjewelers.com.

About Medawar Jewelers

With five locations in West Lansing, Okemos, Jackson, Portage, and Brighton, Medawar Jewelers

proudly services the mid-Michigan and greater Lansing areas with a large inventory of engagement

rings, wedding bands, luxury watches, loose diamonds, and fine fashion jewelry. Founded by Pierre

and Catrine Medawar in 1978, Medawar Jewelers is still family owned and operated by their son Jon-

Pierre and daughter Christina. Visit any of their showrooms to discover lavish collections from

popular fine jewelry and bridal brands like Verragio, Noam Carver, Zeghani, and more.

For additional information on the brands and services available at the retailer, please visit

www.medawarjewelers.com or contact them directly by calling 855.850.8015.
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